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ABOUT THE BLOG

Escapes Etc is a travel brand dedicated to creating fun, relatable and

down to earth content to inspire people to travel. The blog focuses on

affordable (not necessarily budget) travel and finding the most unique

and value enhancing gems to make every trip even more memorable. I

am passionate about creating inspirational and relatable content based

on my own first-hand experiences allowing me to share honest views

with my audience. 

 

HI, I'M LAURA!

I'm the founder and travel enthusiast behind Escapes Etc. I have

backpacked around the world and been on numerous short breaks to

beautiful European destinations and locations in my home country, the

UK. I've spent the past year travelling Australia followed by 3 months in

Asia before returning for another year in Australia.



STATISTICS
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COLLABORATIONS

WHAT I CAN OFFER YOU BENEFITS

Sponsored posts 

Product reviews

Press trips

Social media promos

Giveaways

Photography

Freelance writing

Video

Something else? Just ask!

Professional and honest
representation
of your brand 
Exposure to an engaged
audience
A fun, creative and high
quality product



PAST WORK &

TESTIMONIALS

"Working with Laura from

Escapes Etc was a great

experience and her writing and

images perfectly captured the

unique features about our

region. She was so enthusiastic

about the itinerary that we

developed for her and delivered

more than expected in terms of

images, content and feedback

on the trip. I would recommend

working with Escapes Etc to

anyone without hesitation!"

- Heather Woodcraft, Business
Development Manager (Visit
Darling Downs)

"I have done a lot of paper
work with travel blogger,
content creator and
influencer from Australia,
America, and many more.
However, the time I worked
with Laura and Tom, I can
believe if they can catch their
dream with travel and share
their experience to all of us
by their amazing photos as
well as their amazing story. I
hope we could work together
in the future, hope to see you
anytime soon!" Ardilla
Nathaurisia, Marketing
Communication Executive at
Aston Canggu Beach Resort

Laura not only produced a great
piece of work about the Maeklong
Railway Market & Amphawa
Floating Market tour Trazy
sponsored, she also delivered it
well before the deadline. It made
everything work even more
smoothly, which we highly
appreciated. Furthermore, she and
Tom went the extra mile by
sharing with us the lively
moments during the tour, which
hadn't necessarily been part of the
contract. If anyone considers
collaborating with her team, I'd
highly recommend doing so, and
we'd love to work with Escapes
Etc again. - Sehee Park, Digital
Marketing Manager at Trazy 



CONTACT ME

GET IN TOUCH

SOCIAL MEDIA

WWW.ESCAPESETC.COM

ESCAPESETC@GMAIL.COM

@EscapesEtc @escapesetc @EscapesEtc @escapesetc

http://escapesetc.com/
https://www.facebook.com/EscapesEtc/
https://www.instagram.com/escapesetc/
https://twitter.com/EscapesEtc
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/escapesetc/boards/

